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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any four from Part-B. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

Answer all parts of a question at a place. 
  

Part – A (Answer all the questions) 
Q1  Answer the following questions: ( choose the correct answer) (2 x 10) 

 a) What is the maximum distance of the lift of the Bobbin rail in a speed frame ? 
a) 08 inches  
b) 12 inches  
c) 16 inches  
d) 20 inches  

 

 b) What is the approximate number of combing cycles repeated in a minute? 
a) 100 
b) 200 
c) 300 
d) 400  

 

 c) Keeping the values of maximum Fiber length , Feed quantity per nip and 
Detaching distance constant, the minimum noilpercentage is removed during  

a) Forward Feed 
b) Backward Feed 
c) Lateral feed 

 

 d) The spindle speed/minute in present day Speed Frames are generally in the 
range of  

a) 10 
b) 100 
c) 1000 
d) 10000 

 

 e) During processing of coarser quality cotton yarn, which type of ring flanges 
are preferred ? 

a) ½ Flange 
b) 1 Flange 
c) 1 ½ Flange 
d) 2 Flange 

 

 f) What is the range of Spindle speed per minute in modern Ring frames ? 
a) 1000-10000 
b) 10000-20000 
c) 20000-30000 
d) 30000-40000 
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 g) What is the standard weight of a roving package? 

a) 100 gms 
b) 500 gms 
c) 1000 gms 
d) 1500 gms 

 

 h) Doubling yarn are mostly used in  
a) Paper industry 
b) Tyre cord industry 
c) Glass industry 
d) Plastic industry 

 

 i) Cotton yarn wound in reeling machine in hank form are generally used in  
a) Garment industry 
b) Handloom industry 
c) Power loom industry 
d) Non woven industry 

 

 j) Keeping the spindle speed constant, if the turns/inch of ring yarn is increased, 
Production per unit time will be :  

a) Increased  
b) Decrease 
c) No effect 

 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type: (2 x 10) 

 a) Why always a pair of machinery placed in between carding machine and 
comber machine ? 

 

 b) Name the different parts of the speed frame machine responsible for Roving 
package building. 

 

 c) What do you mean by Variable Pitch Speed (VPS) drive ?  
 d) What is the advantages of closed type bobbin holders over open type of 

bobbin holders used in Ring spinning frames. 
 

 e) Mention the advantages of doubling yarn over ring yarn.  
 f) Why reeling machines are used in Spinning industry?  
 g) Why top and bottom aprons are used in Ring Frames ?  
 h) What is the functions of Balloon control rings used in Ring frame ?  
 i) Why 1 flange rings are used during manufacturing of finer cotton yarns?  
 j) Why oil is used as a lubricant in Ring frame spindles instead of grease ?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) Name different parts of a Speed frame and state their functions.  (10) 
 b) Calculate the waste (noil) percentage of a comber during Back ward feed 

when Maximum Fiber length = 34 mm, Feed quantity per nip = 5.1 mm and 
Detaching distance = 17 mm.   

(5) 

    
Q4 a) Describe the combing cycle with neat sketch . (10) 

 b) Explain the working principles of sliver lap machine in the combing process. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Describe different parts of a Ring frame and state their functions. (10) 
 b) State the advantages of Pneumatic drafting system over spring loaded 

drafting system. 
 
 
 
 

(5) 
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Q6 a) Calculate the production of a Speed frame machine  in kg per 08 hours from 

the following datas; 
Spindle speed = 1100 rpm, T.M. of roving = 1.5, Hank of roving = 1.1, Number 
of spindles in the Machine= 108, Number of Idle spindles = 4, Efficiency of the 
machine = 85%. ( Assume suitable value for any missing data) 

(10) 

 b) Mention the Maintenance schedule of a Ring Spinning Department of a 
spinning industry. 

(5) 

    
Q7 a) A spinning Department of a textile industry has 50 Ring frames running  as 

per the following working particulars;  
Spindle speed = 12000 rpm, T.M. of = 4.5, yarn count = 20S, Number of 
spindles in each Machine= 480, Number of Idle spindles = 5%, Efficiency of 
the machine = 84%.  
Calculate the front roller speed in rpm  and production of the department in kg 
per day 

(10) 

 b) Describe different yarn faults and state their remedy. (5) 
    

Q8 a) Describe the building mechanism of Speed frame. (10) 
 b) Briefly describe the working principles of a Doubling Machine. (5) 
    

Q9 a) Calculate the production per day of a combing machine from the following 
particulars,  
No. of combing heads = 8, Nip/min = 210, Feed/nip = 6mm, Lap weight = 
1400 grains/yard, Noil removal % = 18, Efficiency of the machine = 88%. 

(10) 

 b) Mention different steps to be taken to reduce end breakage rate of Ring 
spinning department. 

(5) 
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